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Political News 

 

 The parliamentary meeting to debate the budget bill of 2023 worth 3.18 trillion baht from 

May 31 - will end today (June 2).  

 

 The budget will require half of the votes or 239 votes out of 477 active MPs in the 

1
st
 reading of the session. 

 

 According to reports, the opposition previously held 208 votes and attempted to 

combine with 18 from the small parties and 16-18 from the Thai Economic Party 

led by Thammanat Prompao, former secretary-general.  

 

 But, Thai Economic party, seemed to disagree and begin to fill the quota 

of the extraordinary committee to consider the budget, indicating that the 

budget would eventually make it through no matter whether the opposition 

would disapprove or abstain. 

 

 General Prawit Wongsuwan, Deputy Prime Minister and leader of the Palang 

Pracharath Party (PPRP), assured the government parties that the budget would 

pass easily and that he had control of the votes. 



 

 

 

 There are 64 seats for the quota allocation of the committee, including 16 

ministers and 48 MPs: 13 from Phue Thai, 10 PPRP, 6 Bhum Jai Thai, 5 Move 

Forward, 5 Democrat, 2 Thai Economic, and each from Chart Thai Pattana, Thai 

Liberal, Prachachat, New Economic, Phue Chat, Action Coalition for Thailand, 

and Thai Local Power. 

 

  Pichet Satirachawan, list MP from the Palang Pracharath Party (PPRP) and a 

member of the Sixteen group, stated after meeting with Thammanat Prompao, 

Phayao province MP and former secretary-general of the Thai Economic Party, 

that the Sixteen group would not confirm its support for the government because 

the small parties were in disunion.  

 

 Today on June 2 @ 06:00 hrs, they would have a meeting to discuss the 

problem. 

 

 Senator Wanchai Sonsiri posted on his social media predicting the future of this 

government. 

 

 He said that the government’s stability was swaying as it needed 239 votes from 

all 477 MPs in the parliament.  

 

 Initially, the government held 269 votes, but if excluding 16 from Thammanat 

Prompow’s party and one from New Economic, it would leave the government 

with only 252 votes. The opposition had 208 votes, but when combined with 

Thammanat's and New Economic's, it would have 225 votes, or only 27 and 13 



 

 

votes behind the government’s and half all the parliament, respectively. The 

government bill is no longer easy.  

 
 The pro-government senator – Wanchai, added that the government needs at least 

240 votes in the motion of no confidence, but it only held 252 or 12 ahead. If 25 

from the small parties were divided, what would happen, he concluded. 

 

 Chaiya Promma, Nong Bua Lamphu province MP from the Phue Thai Party, said during 

his term as Prime Minister for the past 8-years, General Prayut Chan-o-cha has been 

spending extravagantly on national defense projects such as a 10-year purchasing weapon 

plan worth almost 450 billion baht. The so-called 21.8% investment budget was in fact 

just 15.46%. 

 

  The government also could not achieve the revenue collection of 2.49 trillion 

baht as estimated, especially in 2020 when almost 340 billion baht fell short, 

forcing the government to make an additional loan and incur more public debt. 

The current public debt has already broken the record of 10 trillion baht in 15 

years. 

 

 If the government still fell short in 2023, it would raise the burden of the budget 

bill in 2024, and more people will fall below the poverty line. 

 

 Yingluck Shinawatra, former prime minister, posted on her Facebook in retaliation to 

2014 coup leader who ousted her government, General Prayut Chan-o-cha, who made a 

reference to 700-billion-baht debt routed from her rice mortgage scheme that such 

accusation was baseless. 

 

 Yingluck said that this accusation was overused to attack her, but the fact was that 

the Thai public debt-to-GDP ratio was only 45.91% during her regime in contrast 

to almost 60.58% or 4.4 trillion baht after 8-years of General Prayut’s regime. She 

said that Prayut has constantly caused a budget deficit every year without any 

strategy to increase national income. 

 

 Yingluck wondered if this was due to her rice mortgage scheme or the 

government's lack of administrative skills. 

 

 New Bangkok Governor Chadchart Sittipunt introduced his team on his 1
st
 day at City 

Hall.  
 

 His deputies are Jakkapan Phiewngam, Wisanu Subsompon, Tavida Kamolvej 

and Sanon Wangsrangboon.  Former Susco Plc top executive Pimuk Simaroj was 

named his secretary. 



 

 

 

 Jakkapan was a deputy governor under previous Bangkok governor Pol Gen 

Aswin Kwanmuang. He is in charge of budgeting and finance. 

 

 Wisanu is a former lecturer in Chulalongkorn University's engineering faculty. He 

is responsible for civil works and infrastructure development. 

 

 Tavida, a former dean of the political science faculty of Thammasat University, is 

in charge of disaster prevention. 

 

 Sanon is a founder of Satarana, a civil society network. He is tasked with 

community development, the environment and coordination with non-government 

organisations. 

 

 The governor's nine advisers include engineer Torsak Chotimongkol, Sena 

Development Plc managing director Kessara Thanyalakpark, former permanent 

secretary for defence Gen Nipat Thonglek and former Bangkok councillor 

Wilawan Thammachart. Kessara is the main strategist, responsible for turning the 

governor's election platform into action, and Wilana is a political coordinator. 

 
 As Chadchat takes control of the city, a former Bangkok governor - Samart 

Ratchaphonsit, came out to revealed that the city only has 94 million baht on its budget 

out of 14.222 billion baht. 

  

 This he said was would not be enough for the new governor Chadchart Sittipunt 

to push through his various programs that he has planned for. 

 



 

 

 Bangkok Permanent Secretary Khachit Chatchavanich later clarified that the 

actual remaining budget was 10 billion baht while Chadchart affirimed his 

policies were economical and did not require huge budgets. 

   
 Chadchat’s 12 policies for 12 months of the year with this month being the 

month of LGBTQ 

 

 Yesterday, Chadchat went around to promote LGBTQ and was seen holding a 

rainbow bag. 

     

 



 

 

 Srisuwan Janya, the so called secretary-general of a political group called – Association 

to Protect Thailand, has started to face a taste of his irritating ways of petitioning for 

suspension of everything and anything. 

 

 An online petition started yesterday has gotten nearly 162,000 petitioners singing 

in to suspend him from the position of the ‘Secretary-General’. 

 

 The online petition so far has garnered the highest ever number of people 

petitioning ever in the history of www.change.org (in Thailand). 

 

 

 

 

Economic News 

 The new Bangkok governor Chadchart Sittipunt has declared the 30-year extension 

(2029-2602) of the green-line sky train concession agreement with BTSC as his urgent 

mission. 

 

 A source from the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA) revealed that the 

Office of Traffic and Transport (OTP) already provided related documents to the 

governor’s team to study. If he disagreed with the contract, he would be able to 

propose to the Cabinet and amend the contract, which will need at least 2-years.  

 

 Chadchart previously said in the interview that the extension of the green-line sky 

train concession agreement should be conducted in the Public-Private Partnership 

Act of 2019 in order to increase market competitiveness and lower ticket prices. 

 

 Apart from this there are other issues that he is going to consider today among them are  

 

 Plans to prevent flooding  

 Safety for pedestrian on roads and zebra crossings 

http://www.change.org/


 

 

 Ways to help people be able to sell food on the streets 

 The BTS Green Line concession 

 
 

 The Joint Standing Committee on Commerce, Industry and Banking (JSCCIB) expects 

the country's export growth to slow for the remainder of the year as a result of several 

global uncertainties. Despite strong shipment growth of 9.9% year-on-year in April, gains 

for the rest of the year would likely ease, said Sanan Angubolkul, chairman of the Thai 

Chamber of Commerce and chair of the JSCCIB meeting on Wednesday. 

 

 Given several global uncertainties, particularly the Russia-Ukraine war, the rising 

rate of inflation and oil prices, as well as food shortages in some countries, these 

factors could dampen the country's exports, said the group. Thai shipment growth 

could decline from the level recorded in the first four months of the year. 

 

 However, the JSCCIB still maintains its projections for the country's GDP growth 

rate and other economic measurements for 2022. The private sector kept its 

estimate for Thai economic growth this year at 2.5-4%, export growth at 3-5%, 

and inflation at 3.5-5.5%.  

 

 On June 1, investors sold a chunk of Digital Telecommunications Infrastructure Fund or 

DIF at the closing price of 13.70 baht, a 0.30 baht increase or -2.14% change. This marks 

the first value trading yesterday with nearly 4,807.6 million baht after TRUE company 

sold 300 million units of DIF, or 2.82% below the board.  

 

 TRUE closed at 4.56 baht, or a 0.16 baht increase, a +3.64% change, The trading 

value was 2,227.8 million baht or the third on the board. 

 

 Nomura Securities stated that TRUE’s decision to sell off DIF is a slightly 

positive sentiment and estimated that TRUE has gained approximately 3.5 billion 

baht or 10.4 satang per stock and a pre-tax gain in Q2/2022 is approximately 1.1 

billion baht or 3.2 satang per stock. 

 



 

 

 Gulf Energy Development Plc (GULF) has come out to say that it has invested US$10 

million in Binance Labs Investment Fund (the “Fund”), a new venture capital fund issued 

by Binance Labs to invest in digital assets, digital infrastructure and blockchain 

technology, with emphasis on projects that can extend the use cases of cryptocurrencies 

and increase the adoption of Web3 including DeFi, NFTs, Metaverse and gaming. Gulf 

HK invested US$10 million out of US$500 million in the Fund. 

 

 To make matters worse for the global investment community, JP Morgan’s global CEO 

has come out to warn of an impending ‘hurricane’ that could push the global economy 

spiralling down and warned that the Ukraine war could push oil prices to as high as $150-

175/barrel. 

   
 

 https://www.ft.com/content/07108e32-aff1-4d8c-8950-7f7c4e5a5f28  

 

https://www.ft.com/content/07108e32-aff1-4d8c-8950-7f7c4e5a5f28


 

 

 All this has pushed down prices of cryptocurrencies once again  

 

 
 

 Meanwhile the US economy seems to be heading towards a major slowdown (although 

the bright spot is the reopening of Shanghai) 

 

 Latest data from the United States on the car sales shows that for the month of 

May 2022 

 

 Honda May 2022 US Auto Sales  -57.3% Year-on-Year 

 Toyota     -27.3% 

 Mazda     -63.7% 

 Nissan     -29.1% 

 

Holiday – June 3
rd

  



 

 

Tomorrow June 3
rd

 is a public holiday in Thailand to mark H.M. Queen Suthida 

Bajrasudhabimalalakshana’s Birthday 

 

COVID-19 News 

 

Infection data for today are as follows  

Total New PCR Infections  = 2,560 

Total positive cases (ATK/Antigen) =  4,387 

Total New Death   =  34 

Total New Recovery   =  5,605 

Total Infection including PRC & ATK=  6,947 

Total infections so far since outbreak =  4,457,580 

Total deaths so far since outbreak  =  30,081 

Total in Intensive Care Unit (ICU)  =  846 



 

 

Total number on life support (ventilator)  417 

The government’s data on ‘Positive testing’ numbers as a percentage of the tests it undertakes 

stands @ 10.52% as of June 1. 

 

Details of data for each day can be found @ https://ddc.moph.go.th/covid19-dashboard/  (All 

information is in Thai language) 

 

Political News Headlines in Thai Media 

 

 As the dust settled on the Bangkok gubernatorial elections, Captain Thammanat 

Promphao wrote a curiously phrased post on his Facebook page. “Congratulations to 

everyone in our family who won council seats in several districts” he wrote. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/40565/political-minefield-awaits-prayut-

government/ 

 

 The Myanmar military has continued to roll out a deadly campaign of violence in the last 

few months according to a new report by Amnesty International. Researchers 

documented the killing of innocent civilians, detention of thousands, and the 

displacement of tens of thousands in eastern Myanmar. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/40578/new-amnesty-report-reveals-slaughter-of-

civilians-by-military-in-eastern-myanmar/ 

 

 The Democrat Party will vote to pass the draft fiscal budget bill in its first reading but 

there are still concerns that have to be addressed in the second and third readings, a senior 

member of the party told Thai Enquirer on Wednesday. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/40567/democrat-say-they-will-pass-budget-bill-

in-first-reading/ 

 

 New Bangkok Governor Chadchart Sittipunt listed four urgent problems to be tackled as 

he introduced his team on his first day at City Hall on Wednesday. 

 

https://ddc.moph.go.th/covid19-dashboard/
https://www.thaienquirer.com/40565/political-minefield-awaits-prayut-government/
https://www.thaienquirer.com/40565/political-minefield-awaits-prayut-government/
https://www.thaienquirer.com/40578/new-amnesty-report-reveals-slaughter-of-civilians-by-military-in-eastern-myanmar/
https://www.thaienquirer.com/40578/new-amnesty-report-reveals-slaughter-of-civilians-by-military-in-eastern-myanmar/
https://www.thaienquirer.com/40567/democrat-say-they-will-pass-budget-bill-in-first-reading/
https://www.thaienquirer.com/40567/democrat-say-they-will-pass-budget-bill-in-first-reading/


 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2319330/chadchart-takes-

office-lists-4-urgent-issues-to-be-tackled 

 

 The Barisan Nasional Revolusi, a southern Muslim separatist movement, has claimed 

responsibility for the attack on a marine police station in Narathiwat on May 25, in a 

message posted on the BRN website on Tuesday. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2319238/brn-claims-

responsibility-for-tak-bai-attack 

 

 Thailand and neighbouring Lao PDR enhances ties on Wednesday, as Laotian Prime 

Minister Phankham Viphavanh made his first official visit since assuming office last 

year, with bilateral ties elevated to a “Strategic Partnership for Growth and Sustainable 

Development” and three Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) signed. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaipbsworld.com/thailand-lao-pdr-enhance-ties-as-laotian-pm-

makes-visit/ 

 

 Thailand’s Constitutional Court revoked the parliamentary status of Bhumjaithai party-

list MP Samlee Raksuthee today (Wednesday), retroactive to March 24th 2019, after 

finding him unqualified to contest the election in the first place. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaipbsworld.com/bhumjaithai-mp-samlee-raksuthee-stripped-of-

mp-status-by-charter-court/ 

 

 Thailand’s declining birth rate over the past several years has resulted in fewer students 

and a commensurate reduction in education budget, from about 330 billion baht this fiscal 

year to about 325.9 billion baht for 2023, said Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha in 

parliament, as he responded to opposition MPs’ questions about why the education 

budget had been cut, today (Wednesday), the second day of the three-day first reading 

debate on the annual national budget. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaipbsworld.com/pm-blames-reduced-education-budget-on-

fewer-students-due-to-declining-birth-rate/ 

 

 Capt Thamanat Prompow, the former Setthakij Thai secretary-general, is playing a game 

of "high risk, high return", says former politician and media firebrand Chuwit 

Kamolvisit. 

 

https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2319330/chadchart-takes-office-lists-4-urgent-issues-to-be-tackled
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o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2319482/thamanat-playing-

high-risk-game 

 

 Air Force Commander-in-Chief ACM Panpakdee Pattanakul insisted on Wednesday that 

the Royal Thai Air Force needs a fleet of Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II fighter jets 

to replace three fleets of old and worn-out jets. 

 

o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40016197 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Economic News Headlines in Thai Media 

 

 Representatives of the private sector urged the government to capitalize on the global 

shortage of food and increase food exports. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/40588/jsccib-wants-thailand-to-increase-food-

export-amid-global-shortage/ 

 

 Thai officials on Wednesday urged people interested in cultivating cannabis and hemp to 

register via a mobile application as the plants will be removed from the Type 5 narcotics 

list on June 9. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/40584/thai-government-to-launch-mobile-app-

for-cannabis-growers-to-register-next-week/ 

 

 Shares in logistics companies listed on the Thai Stock Exchange (SET) rose on 

Wednesday, as the lifting of a two-month Covid-19 lockdown in Shanghai, China’s 

largest city, suggests increased shipping traffic. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/40569/thai-logistics-stocks-rise-after-china-lifts-

lockdown-in-shanghai/ 

 

 The government is expected to meet its revenue collection targets for the 2022 and 2023 

fiscal years, helped by increased exports and a recovery in tourism, Finance Minister 

Arkhom Termpittayapaisith said on Wednesday. 

 

https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2319482/thamanat-playing-high-risk-game
https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2319482/thamanat-playing-high-risk-game
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o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319334/govt-to-meet-revenue-

collection-target-this-year-and-next-arkhom 

 

 Thailand’s biggest banks are considering a stake sale in data centre company Supernap 

Thailand, according to people familiar with the matter, riding on the increasing investor 

appetite for the industry. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319246/top-thai-banks-weighs-stake-

sale-in-data-centre-operator 

 

 The Joint Standing Committee on Commerce, Industry and Banking (JSCCIB) has asked 

the government to delay full enforcement of the Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) 

until clear directions are issued and 20 organic laws completed. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319414/business-group-seeks-pdpa-

delay 

 

 SET-listed tech and ICT solution provider Samart Corporation, via subsidiary Samart 

Digital Company (SDC), plans to launch its first non-fungible tokens (NFT) linked with 

sports by the final quarter and then expand to collectible tokens to explore new 

opportunities in digital assets. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319506/sdc-readies-sports-nft-

collectibles 

 

 SET-listed Siam Gas and Petrochemical (SGP), Thailand's second-largest liquefied 

petroleum gas (LPG) trader by volume, expects its 2022 sales to increase towards pre-

pandemic levels, partly due to pre-orders and the improving Covid-19 situation. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319446/sgp-reports-rapidly-rising-

sales-of-lpg 

 

 SET-listed WP Energy, Thailand's third-largest liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) trader, is 

maintaining its 2022 revenue growth target at 5% as the government continues to 

gradually reduce its LPG price subsidy. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319494/wp-keeps-revenue-growth-

target-at-5- 
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 Thailand's leading mall operator Central Retail Corporation (CRC) is set to spend 17 

billion baht to remodel and expand Robinson Lifestyle under its five-year business plan 

spanning 2022 to 2026. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319510/crc-splurges-b17bn-on-

robinson-lifestyle 

 

Issues to be watched out for 

 

 March 1-May 21, 2022 – The parliament is set to go into recess. 

 

 May, 2022 – Ordinary parliamentary sessions resume. 

 

 

 May 17, 2022 – The National Economic and Social Development Council (NESDC) is set 

to announce its forecast for 1st quarter GDP growth. 

 

 May 21, 2022 – The date for by-election in Ratchaburi’s Constituency 3 to fill in a seat 

left vacant by former Palang Pracharat Party MP Pareena Kraikupt who was disqualified 

by the Supreme Court’s ruling over her use of forest land.  

 

 May 22, 2022 – The new parliamentary session is set to begin. 

 

 May 22, 2022 – Tentative date for Bangkok governor and Pattaya Mayor City elections 

 

 May 31–June 2, 2022 – The budget bill for the 2022 fiscal year is scheduled to be debated 

in the House of Representatives.  

 

 June 6, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) data for the month of May 2022. 

 

 June 16, 2022 – The D-Day for the government’s selling of lottery tickets at 80 baht 

apiece via the Pao Tang App. 

 

 July, 2022 – The wage committee is set to meet to calculate the new minimum wage rate. 

 

 June 8, 2022 – The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) makes the decision on the policy 

rate. 

 

https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319510/crc-splurges-b17bn-on-robinson-lifestyle
https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2319510/crc-splurges-b17bn-on-robinson-lifestyle


 

 

 July 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) data for the month of June 2022. 

 

 August 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of July 2022. 

 

 August 10, 2022 – The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) makes the decision on the 

policy rate. 

 

 August 24, 2022 – The last day as per the current constitution for Prayut to be the Prime 

Minister under the 2016 constitution Article 158 which forbids a person to be in Prime 

Minister’s position for more than 8-years continuously or with breaks. 

 

 September 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of August 2022. 

 

 September 28, 2022- The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) makes the decision on the 

policy rate. 

 

 October 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of August 2022. 

 

 November, 2022 – The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit is to be held. 

 

 November 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of October 2022. 

 

 November 30, 2022 – The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) makes the decision on the 

policy rate. 

 

 December 6, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of November 2022. 

 

 January, 2023 – The hike in the daily minimum wage is set to become official.  

 

 

 

                                                                       Key Data 

  

SET Index                 1,660.01     -3.40  
 

Link - https://www.set.or.th/en/company/ipo/upcoming_ipo_set.html 

https://www.set.or.th/en/company/ipo/upcoming_ipo_set.html


 

 

 

 

Global Commodities   

 

Metal -Link http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/commodities/futures/metals/   

 

Energy -Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/energy/    

 

Baltic Dry Index (BDI)-Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BDIY:IND  

  

   

Global Equity Market’s Movements  

 

Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world-indexes/asia-pacific/  

 

Asian Equity Markets Movement  

 
Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world-indexes/   

 

 

 

                                  Information on June 1, 2022 

 

           Buying, Selling or Transfer of shares by Owners/Management 

 

Stock Code Volume Value Action  

 

 

ASW 15,281,500 0.63 Sale 

ASW 6,000,000 0.64 Sale 

ASW 374,587 0.99 Sale 

CEYE 200,000 5.39 Sale 

CPT 850,000 0.87 Purchase 

LEO 10,000 12.5 Purchase 

LHK 50,000 5.8 Sale 

LHK 100,000 6 Sale 

MOONG 700,000 3.12 Purchase 

MOONG 1,200,000 2.97 Sale 

MOONG 106,000 3.7 Sale 

http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/commodities/futures/metals/
http://www.bloomberg.com/energy/
http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BDIY:IND
http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world-indexes/asia-pacific/
http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world-indexes/


 

 

MOONG 200,000 3.1 Sale 

NDR 200,000 0.49 Sale 

NFC 100,000 2.68 Purchase 

NFC 393,000 2.65 Purchase 

PG 7,000 10.29 Sale 

PDJ 40,000 2.54 Purchase 

PDJ 30,000 2.87 Purchase 

PDJ 

30,000 

2.96 Purchase 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

PDJ 30,000 2.96 Purchase 

PRINC 220,000 6.31 Sale 

SHR 100,000 4.66 Sale 

SHR 60,000 4.64 Sale 

SHR 300,000 4.62 Sale 

SHR 100,000 4.64 Sale 

SPC 10,000 69 Sale 

SA 10,000,000 1 Transfer 

SA 10,000,000 1 Acceptance of Transfer 

SR 732,100 1.5 Purchase 

SICT 100,000 7 Sale 

SISB 8,000 12.7 Sale 

SISB 

2,000 

12.1 Sale 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

SISB 2,000 12.1 Sale 

SCM 200,000 6.3 Purchase 

TACC 51,900 7.2 Sale 

TACC 54,500 7.2 Sale 

TACC 17,300 7.2 Sale 

TACC 67,600 7.2 Sale 

TCMC 2,500,000 1.87 Purchase 

TNR 20,000 8.5 Purchase 

TSR 10,000 4.24 Sale 

TSR 10,000 4.3 Sale 

TSR 10,000 4.38 Sale 



 

 

TSR 20,000 4.72 Sale 

TSR 20,000 4.88 Sale 

TSR 25,000 4.74 Purchase 

TSR 34,000 4.84 Purchase 

DTAC 233,600 42.75 Purchase 

TVD 6,476,643 1 Purchase 

TVD 5,650,966 1 Purchase 

WPH 1,200,000 3.28 Acceptance of Transfer 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Acceptance of Transfer 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Acceptance of Transfer 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 



 

 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

1,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

- Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 1,200,000 3.28 Transfer 



 

 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

1,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

1,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 



 

 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 



 

 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 



 

 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 

2,200,000 

3.28 Transfer 

Revoked by 

Reporter 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 

WPH 1,200,000 3.28 Transfer 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Transfer 

WPH 2,200,000 3.28 Acceptance of Transfer 

     

 
XD, XE or XM or other notifications 

  
For list of Companies that have dividend payment and AGM meeting schedules click on  

https://www.set.or.th/set/xcalendar.do  

  

  

Trading Breakdown on the Stock Exchange of Thailand 
 

 

Daily as of  1 June 2022  
                                                                                                                                         Unit: M.Baht 

Investor Type Buy Sell Net 

Value % Value % Value % 

Local Institutions 5,925.90 8.41 5,338.68 7.57 587.22 - 

Proprietary 

Trading 

5,020.38 7.12 5,195.52 7.37 -175.14 - 

Foreign Investor 33,810.64 47.97 35,275.70 50.05 -1,465.07 - 

Local Individuals 25,725.61 36.50 24,672.63 35.01 1,052.98 - 

https://www.set.or.th/set/xcalendar.do


 

 

Monthly Cumulative between  1-1 June 2022 

                                                                                                                                       Unit: M.Baht 

Investor Type Buy Sell Net 

Value % Value % Value % 

Local Institutions 5,925.90 8.41 5,338.68 7.57 587.22 - 

Proprietary 

Trading 

5,020.38 7.12 5,195.52 7.37 -175.14 - 

Foreign Investors 33,810.64 47.97 35,275.70 50.05 -1,465.07 - 

Local Individuals 25,725.61 36.50 24,672.63 35.01 1,052.98 - 

Yearly Cumulative since 1 Jan – 1 June  2022 

                                                                                                                                       Unit: M.Baht 

Investor Type Buy Sell Net 

Value % Value % Value % 

Local Institutions 598,552.26 7.28 688,817.41 8.38 -90,265.15 - 

Proprietary 

Trading 

711,905.27 8.66 710,633.64 8.64 1,271.62 - 

Foreign Investors 3,874,679.93 47.12 3,734,128.15 45.41 140,551.78 - 

Local Individuals 3,037,853.91 36.94 3,089,412.17 37.57 -51,558.25 - 

 

Total Trading Value  70,482.53   Million Baht  

 

 

Background Information – 
   

The strength of each party in the Thai Parliament as of May 8, 2019 as per the report by the 

Election Commission of Thailand. Elections took place on March 24, 2019 

 

 https://www.ect.go.th/ect_th/news_all.php?cid=24 

 

 List of MPs - https://www.ect.go.th/ect_th/download/article/article_20190508184334.pdf  
 

Information provided here is copyright of ThaiNews Corp and no part maybe reproduced in any form without the 

prior written permission. The opinions expressed are only those of the writer’s and is analysed based on the 

situation.  
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